This brief review presents the emerging field of mesoscopic physics with cold atoms, with an emphasis on thermal and 'thermoelectric' transport, i.e. coupled transport of particles and entropy. We review in particular the comparison between theoretically predicted and experimentally observed thermoelectric effects in such systems. We also show how combining well designed transport properties and evaporative cooling leads to an equivalent of the Peltier effect with cold atoms, which can be used as a new cooling procedure with improved cooling power and efficiency compared to the evaporative cooling currently used in atomic gases. This could lead to a new generation of experiments probing strong correlation effects of ultracold fermionic atoms at low temperatures.
Introduction
The last fifteen years have established ultracold atomic gases as efficient quantum simulators [1, 2, 3, 4] . Using those extremely flexible systems in which geometry, interactions and disorder can be tuned at will, experiments on synthetic materials have been performed. These experiments reveal the charac-atom physics, such as cooling.
This brief review is organized as follows : In section 2 we discuss thermoelectric effects for cold atoms. We introduce our theoretical description and compare the obtained results with experimental data obtained in the quantum optics group at ETH Zürich. Then, we show how using a combination of evaporative cooling and well designed transport properties can lead to a better cooling procedure which has a high efficiency and can reach low temperatures, thus, proposing a solution to a long standing problem in the cold atoms community.
Thermoelectricity with neutral particles
This section discusses a theory experiment comparison on thermal and thermoelectric effects concentrating on fermionic atoms [26] , based on a theory proposal exposed in [27] . A bosonic counterpart of those results exist both on the experimental [28] and theoretical [29] side. Thermoelectric effects are fundamental probes for materials and investigating them in controlled and flexible systems such as cold atoms is a good opportunity to understand better the necessary ingredients to improve the thermoelectric figure of merit or powerfactor [30] . Here, we discuss the model that has been compared to experimental results obtained at ETH. In particular, we show how the magnitude of thermoelectric effects and the efficiency of energy conversion can be optimized by controlling the geometry (in the ballistic regime) or the disorder strength in the junction. By investigating systematically the ballistic-diffusive crossover as a function of disorder, we also illustrate clearly that thermopower and conductance measurements are complementary probes of the transport properties of a given system. We point out that the setup is a good test-bed for investigating the thermodynamics of small systems, by demonstrating its potential to explore the mechanisms of energy conversion from heat to chemical energy.
Basics of cold atom thermoelectricity

Model
The setup under consideration is the two-terminal setup sketched in Fig. 1 .
The setup is largely inspired by the ubiquitous Landauer configuration of mesoscopic physics [31, 32] . A large atomic cloud is divided by a suitable laser beam into two reservoirs which are connected by a narrow channel. A detailed description of the setup can be found in [18] The junction between the two reservoirs can be considered as a circuit element having a conductance G, a thermal conductance G T and a thermopower α ch . In order to get a key signature of thermoelectric effects, the reservoirs are prepared with N atoms each at a temperature T . Then, one side is heated up to a temperature T h = T + ∆T 0 , the populations of the two reservoirs remaining the same.
Cold atom systems are well isolated. This means in particular that the total particle number is conserved, implying that current between the reservoirs is only a transient effect and no stationary regime will be reached. It is useful to view the above setup as the analogue of a capacitor (each plate being a reservoir) connected to a resistor (representing the junction), and the actual experiment as the transient discharge of this capacitor.
We assume that the temperature and chemical potential biases ∆T = T h −T c and ∆µ = µ h − µ c are small with respect to the Fermi temperature T F and energy E F (with T F = E F /k B ) of the entire cloud. Therefore, particles and heat flow can be described using linear response and the transport properties of the junction by a constant matrix L of transport coefficients.
Thermoelectric effects originate from a reversible coupling between heat and particle flows [33, 30] . Within linear response, the expressions of the particle and entropy currents I N and I S in terms of the chemical potential and temperature biases ∆µ and ∆T are obtained following Onsager's picture of coupled transport represented by the matrix L defined in the main text. The thermodynamic response of each reservoir is represented by the coefficients κ, γ and C N , which denote respectively the compressibility, the dilatation coefficient and the heat capacity at constant particle number (see text).
processes [34, 35] :
where G and α ch are the conductance and thermopower of the junction, respectively, and L = For usual (electronic) condensed matter systems, the (electro)chemical potential and temperature differences at the boundaries of the circuit element are imposed through metallic reservoirs. This is a major difference with cold atomic systems, which are intrinsically isolated, and are thus described in the microcanonical ensemble. Experimentally, this feature translates into the application of a particle number and entropy imbalance between the two reservoirs, instead of a combined chemical potential and temperature imbalance. Taking this into account requires to relate the chemical potential and temperature differences to the population and entropy imbalances at any time. Under the assumption of a quasistatic evolution 2 , ∆N and ∆S are related to ∆µ and ∆T through the following set of thermodynamic relations :
which define the linear thermodynamic response of the reservoirs. The relations (2) have been cast in a form that is very similar to that of the linear transport equations (1), except that thermodynamic coefficients instead of transport coefficients are involved here. In this expression,
∂µ | T is a dilatation coefficient measuring the variation of the particle number with temperature 3 , and is a thermodynamic analogue of the Lorenz number for the reservoirs. It can be easily shown that = C N T κ , with C N the specific heat at constant particle number.
The exact expression of the thermodynamic coefficients is extracted from the equation of state of the gas in the reservoirs. As for the transport properties of the junction, eq. (2) assumes that the chemical potential and temperature biases are rather small compared to E F and T F . As discussed in the supplementary material of [26] , this linear response approximation is surprisingly robust. In addition, the reference thermodynamic equilibrium state in which the matrices K and L should be computed is the final one, in which both reservoirs have the same particle numberN = The thermodynamic coefficients appearing in (2) are given by the following formulae, with the density of states of a harmonically trapped, noninteracting 2 Experimentally, data points are acquired approximately every 100 ms, a time longer than the thermalization time in the reservoirs, expected to be around 10 ms.
3 One also has γ = − ∂µ ∂T at constant particle number.
gas g(ε) = ε 2 4( ωx ωy ωz) :
where
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The response of the reservoirs to the temperature and particle number imbalance is assumed to be independent from the transport properties of the junction, in analogy with the junction/reservoir separation in the Landauer picture of mesoscopic transport.
Theoretical results and predictions
Combining the equations (1) and (2) gives the following equation ruling the time evolution of the population and temperature imbalances :
where the global timescale τ 0 = κ/G has been identified and measured in [18] and α = α ch −γ is the total thermopower of the system. This last relation shows in particular that the coupled particle and heat transport properties of the total system arise as a competition between the thermal expansion of the reservoirs represented by γ and the thermopower of the junction represented by α ch . Those two coefficients represent two different mechanisms for entropy transport : γ accounts for the entropy cost associated to the displacement of a particle from one reservoir to the other, and α ch is directly identified as the amount of entropy carried by each particle entering the junction. Integrating (6) provides the time dependence of the population and temperature differences, with ∆N 0 and ∆T 0 the initial population and temperature imbalance, respectively.
The general solution of the evolution equations (6), given an initial particle and temperature difference ∆N 0 and ∆T 0 , reads 
The inverse time-scales τ −1
0 λ ± are given by the eigenvalues of the transport matrix:
These equations can be viewed as ruling the discharge dynamics of a thermoelectric capacitor.
The channel is modeled by a linear circuit element at the average temperatureT and chemical potentialμ. Its linear transport coefficients are given by the following expressions, which have a form very similar to those of the thermodynamic coefficients in equations (3), (4) and (5) :
where Φ(ε) is the transport function of the channel. Note the formal similarity with the above equations for the thermodynamic coefficients of the reservoirs, with here the transport function playing the role of the density of states. A simple interpretation of Φ(ε) is the number of channels available for a particle having an energy ε [31] , since at zero-temperature G(T = 0) = Φ(E F )/h. In the case of a single channel, the transport function reduces to the transmission probability as a function of energy. More generally, for noninteracting particles of mass M propagating along the y-direction and harmonically confined in the transverse (x, z) direction, the transport function reads :
where T is the transmission probability 5 . The difference between the various transport regimes is contained in the transmission probability T . In (13), the energy conservation condition states that a particle entering the channel will distribute its energy between kinetic (propagation with a certain momentum along y) and confinement (populating a transverse mode along x and z).
The energy dependence of the transport function Φ close to the chemical potential creates a particle-hole asymmetry which enhances the value of the thermopower α ch . This effect is larger when the energy dependence is stronger, as is the case when the conduction regime goes from ballistic to diffusive, or when the confinement increases. This can be understood by applying a Sommerfeld expansion to the formulae (3),(4), (10) and (11), giving the following result for the total thermopower of the combined junction and reservoirs system 6 :
where E F is the common Fermi energy of the system at equilibrium. The first lesson of this formula is that the thermopower vanishes at low T , in agreement with the low temperature behaviour of entropy. Also, at high temperature when the Fermi function in the expression of the transport coefficients can be replaced by a Boltzmann distribution, we see that α ∝ 1/T . These considerations imply qualitatively that thermoelectric effects are expected to be maximal around the 5 Strictly speaking, the transmission probability depends on momentum along the translationary invariant direction, but it is commonly defined as an energy dependent quantity without loss of generality.
Fermi temperature.
For a ballistic junction, when E F ω i,ch , where ω i,ch are the transverse confinement energies in the junction, implying that the number of channels is sufficiently large, the total thermopower can be approximated by the following expression :
The confinement frequencies ω i,ch are significantly bigger than those in the reservoirs ω i,r , implying that the first term (the thermopower of the junction)
is dominating in (16) over the contribution from the reservoirs.
For a diffusive junction in which E F ω i,ch , the total thermopower reads in the constant scattering time approximation [36] :
showing that thermoelectric effects are expected to be easier to observe, owing to the stronger energy dependence of the transport function Φ. A systematic comparison of those predictions to experimental data acquired in the ballisticdiffusive crossover will be discussed in the following section.
Entering the quantum regime of conduction has also interesting consequences on thermopower, which are known as nanostructuration in the context of mesoscopic physics. For a junction with transverse modes having energies ε nx,nz , the thermopower reads :
with ξ = βµ and ξ nx,nz = βε nx,nz . As depicted in Fig. 2a ), this expression for the thermopower leads to oscillations as a function of the trapping frequency :
negative values correspond to a reservoir dominated thermoelectric transport, where particles flow from the cold side to the hot one, according to the chemical potential difference, and positive to a regime in which the channel dominates, as in the experiments described below. Similar oscillations having their origin in the successive opening of new conduction channels have been predicted and observed in quantum point contacts [37] . These oscillations in thermopower as a function of confinement illustrate in a very clear way the nanostructuration ideas proposed by Hicks and Dresselhaus [38, 39] more than twenty years ago, and they tend to disappear at higher temperature, as shown in Fig. 2b ). When T /T F is sufficiently large, only the overall increase in amplitude remains visible, as observed in the experiment discussed in the following section. 
Thermoelectric signature
The forthcoming paragraphs will compare the theoretical predictions obtained by the transport equations (21) and (22) to experimental data. The situation we consider is the creation of a temperature imbalance between the two reservoirs. Experimentally this has been achieved by preparing the two reservoirs with the same number of atoms in both reservoirs and then heating one of the reservoirs while the junction is closed [26] . First, we will investigate the transport through a ballistic junction. Then, we apply a disordered speckle pattern which changes the properties of the junction to a diffusive junction.
In particular we will consider thermoelectric manifestations and illustrate the complementarity of resistance and thermopower measurements.
First signature of thermoelectric effects and the ballistic regime
Typical time evolutions of the temperature and population imbalances for a ballistic junction are displayed in Fig. 3a ) and b), respectively. In these figures the experimental results [26] are compared to the solutions (7) and (8) Two main effects occur. The first effect is the exponentially fast equilibration of the temperatures (Fig. 3a) ) in the two reservoirs which are initially strongly imbalanced. The second effect is that even though initially the particle number is almost balanced in the reservoirs, a transient particle imbalance is induced.
Since the hot reservoir has expanded during the heating process in its trap and is thus less dense, naively, one expects a flow from the cold reservoir to the hot reservoir. In other words, a chemical potential imbalance in the reservoirs is introduced, since by the heating the chemical potential decreases, which would induce a current from the cold to the hot reservoir. However, as one sees in Fig. (Fig. 3b) a flow from the hot reservoir to the cold reservoir occurs at initial times. This counterintuitive direction of the flow is a direct consequence of the thermoelectric coupling in the junction which overwhelms the effect from the reservoirs. The particle imbalance reaches a maximum when the typical equilibration timescale of the temperature has been reached. Afterwards, a slow equilibration of the particle imbalance takes place to restore thermodynamic equilibrium.
In the ballistic regime, the transverse confinement frequencies can be employed in order to tune the transport properties of the junction. The effect of the confinement in the z direction on the thermoelectric response is displayed in 
Tuning thermoelectric effects : from ballistic to diffusive junctions
Projecting a disordered potential onto the junction, and thus reaching the diffusive regime, appears as a possibility to improve the junction's thermopower.
We consider again the situation in which an initial temperature imbalance is imprinted onto the junction.
The microscopic description of the disordered junction is very involved.
Thus, we base our theoretical interpretation of the ballistic-diffusive crossover on a phenomenological transparency T . This transparency T depends on the energy ε of incident particles, and on the typical heightV of the disorder potential :
In (19), l is the mean free path, v(ε) = Ohmic conduction [36] . We assume that the dominant dependence of the scattering time stems from the speckle power with the form τ ∝V B and that its energy dependence can be neglected (a common approximation in solid state systems). In this situation the thermopower is independent of the values of the disorder [36] .
The results displayed in Fig. 4a) show that the presence of a disorder speckle potential in the junction has two effects : First, with increasing disorder strength, the typical transport timescale τ 0 increases, since the resistance of the junction increases. The value of τ 0 can been obtained through a fit of the population and temperature imbalance with the solution to the evolution equation (6) . Secondly, the disorder leads to an increase of the thermoelectric response directly observed in the time evolution of the population imbalance. A measure for this increase is the thermoelectric response R(t) =
∆N (t)/N ∆T0
, which removes the initial temperature dependence. A particular insight gives the maximal thermo- electric response R max . This quantity is directly proportional to the Seebeck coefficient, and thus characterizes the strength of thermoelectric effects. 
An ultracold heat engine
¿From the thermodynamic point of view, the discussed protocol performs a heat to current conversion from the initial temperature imbalance to the time dependent (transient) particle current. The thermodynamic cycle performed in the N − µ plane by this cold atom heat engine is depicted in Fig. 5a ) : its center signals the final equilibrium, where the conversion process ends. The starting points have the same particle number but, owing to the initial temperature imbalance, they have different chemical potentials. The latter is responsible for the 'reservoir' thermoelectric effect, which will tend to reduce the efficiency of the thermoelectric conversion performed in the junction. As in the case of a usual heat engine [40] , the area enclosed by the cycle yields the total work. Strictly speaking, the conversion process ends at the turning point of the cycle, shown as dark gray triangles in Fig. 5a ). Beyond that point the system is essentially performing an equilibration of the particle number to restore thermodynamic equilibrium and behaves more like a discharging capacitor.
All the effective transport coefficients are ratios that depend only on the variable µ k B T or equivalently on T /T F . The solutions to the evolution equations (6) also contain the entropy imbalance and the chemical potential difference as a function of time, which allows one to compute the efficiency of the thermoelectric process, defined as the ratio between the output chemical work performed during the whole cycle (including the decrease in the second stage) and the amount of entropy generated during the evolution. The expression for those two quantities is directly extracted from the force-flux formulation of out-of-equilibrium thermodynamics [35, 34, 40] :
The efficiency of the heat to work conversion is depicted in Fig. 5b )-c) in the ballistic and diffusive regime, respectively. The corresponding output powers are displayed in Fig. 5d )-e). They show that the efficiency is an increasing function of thermopower, as expected, and that the evolution of the efficiency is identical to that of the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT plotted in Fig. 5f )-g).
As expected from thermodynamic considerations, the slow dynamics induced by a strong disorder implies a high efficiency, at the price of low power as seen in Fig. 5d ) and e). This compromise between efficiency and output power is at the heart of the discussion of thermoelectric energy conversion [41] , and it is clear that the characterization of the thermoelectric performance of a material should be based on both the thermoelectric figure of merit and the power factor
This theory-experiment comparison assesses the potential of cold atoms for emulating thermal transport properties. From a broader perspective, those results also show that the quantum simulation trend in cold atoms is also valid for transport, and could then provide clues on the path to the realization of new materials with interesting energy saving properties. From the cold atoms perspective, this study of thermoelectric effects opens a way to the control over heat transport with well designed transport properties, which we proposed to use as a mean to overcome fundamental limitations in cooling processes.
Making cold atoms cooler
Low temperatures have been a long standing quest in the cold atom community, especially for fermionic gases. The combination of laser cooling and evaporative cooling [42, 43] has proved very efficient to reach temperatures sufficiently low to get quantum degenerate gases with entropy per particle as low as T /T F ≈ 0.1 [44] . Nevertheless, this typical value is still too high to rely on cold atoms to emulate many interesting quantum phases such as fractional quantum Hall systems [45] , or to investigate the antiferromagnetic order in the Hubbard model [44, 46, 2] .
In [47] , we have proposed a cooling scheme for fermionic quantum gases, based on the principles of the Peltier effect, combined with evaporative cooling.
We have shown that both a significantly lower entropy per particle and a faster cooling rate can be achieved compared to using only evaporative cooling.
A cold atom Peltier module
Our proposal is inspired by the two terminal setup realized at ETH [18] discussed in the previous section. The proposed setup is displayed on Fig. 6a ).
The idea is to cool down one of the two clouds (the system S) with a technique based on thermoelectric effects [26, 27, 28, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] appearing at the junction between S and the second cloud (the reservoir R), which will ultimately be separated from the system. As its counterpart discussed in the previous section, the Peltier effect is a reversible thermoelectric phenomenon.
Both the reservoir R and the system S are prepared in harmonic traps, and their initial Fermi energies are E 0 F,R/S = hν(3N R/S ) 1/3 , withν the average trapping frequency and N R , N S the atom numbers. The reservoir and the system differ in their populations : N R > N S (implying in particular that the ratio T R /T F,R is lower than T S /T F,R in the reservoir). Additionally, the lowest energy state of the reservoirs R is offset by ∆ε ≥ 0 against the lowest energy state of the system S. A 'junction' with an energy dependent transmission connects the reservoir and the system in order to allow particle exchange in between the two. Within this setup, two different processes can lead to cooling. The first process is the usual evaporative cooling of the system in which hot atoms above the Fermi surface are removed from the gas. The second process is the filling in of holes below the Fermi surface of the system via the energy resolved junction using atoms from the reservoir. Our theoretical description of the cooling process relies on coupled rate equations [54, 55, 56, 42] for the distribution functions f S and f R . The evolution is driven by the combined action of the junction between the reservoir and the system and the evaporation (which acts on the system only). The evolution of the thermodynamic quantities (particle number, energy and entropy in our case) in the two harmonic traps is quasistatic, provided that the thermalization is fast enough. This quite crucial assumption has been experimentally verified in the two terminal configuration of ETH, even in the case where many conduction channels are simultaneously open. Under this assumption, the particle current leaving the reservoir, given by the Landauer formula, can be directly related to the variation of the particle number in the reservoirs, to give the following coupled evolution of the two distribution functions :
where g S,R are the densities of states in the system and reservoir. Unless specified, the number of transport channels is one, such that the transport function representing the connection between the system and reservoir reduces to the energy dependent transmission T (ε), which we propose to tune to improve the cooling power. Let us note that since T (ε) is dimensionless, the typical time-scale that rules the time-evolution in these equations is
3 , in agreement with the relevant time-scale for the particle transport identified previously [18, 26] . The effect of evaporation, acting on the system only, has been included as a leak of high energy particles above a fixed energy threshold ε 1 , with an energy independent rate Γ ev (ε) = γ ev ϑ(ε − ε 1 ) [42] , with ϑ the Heaviside step function. Excluding the trapping geometry, the parameters at hand include the energy bias ∆ε, the typical transmission energy ε 0 and the evaporation threshold ε 1 . In [47] , we performed a systematic exploration of the parameter space for different transmissions, monitoring the evolution of the entropy per particle, particle number and energy as a function of time.
Fast and efficient cooling with Peltier and evaporation
A good benchmark for a cooling protocol relies on two criteria. The first one is to reach the best cooling efficiency in the sense of thermodynamics : in analogy with usual cooling processes [40] , this means reaching the lowest possible entropy per particle. However, in practice one needs to take into account the speed at which the cooling operation is performed, since in experiments other destructive processes may be present such as heating processes by the interaction with the applied trapping lasers or scattering with the thermal background gas.
Therefore, it is important to make sure that the rate at which atoms are cooled is high enough to overcome the heating rate imposed by the experimental setup.
Thus, a good cooling protocol must be powerful and thermodynamically efficient at the same time. Consequently, we have calculated the cooling rate defined as the amount of entropy per particle s removed per unit time :
In the context of solid state devices an energy resolved transmission of a resonant level ((24) below) has been shown [57] to enhances thermopower, and to improve drastically the efficiency of the heat to particle current conversion.
Nevertheless, a good cooling efficiency does not ensure a good cooling power, which depends on the power factor α 2 G. The study performed in [58] showed that optimizing the power factor instead of the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT actually leads to a box-like transmission ((26) below), which can be mimicked with resonant levels in series ( (25) Starting from these considerations, we have compared the efficiency and cooling power of the following three transmissions, which are also shown in Fig. 7 , together with possible experimental implementations : Sketch of the energy levels for two resonant levels in series.
The cooling rates obtained for the different transmissions are depicted in Fig. 8a ). They show in particular that the resonant levels in series or in parallel satisfy both criteria : they offer a good cooling rate, and they allow to obtain a rather low final entropy per particle. As expected, the results for the single resonant level are pretty good in terms of the final entropy per particle, but the associated rate is rather poor, since the current passing through the single level cannot compensate efficiently the evaporation losses. Also, the result obtained with the resonant levels in parallel is even better than that obtained with the ideal box transmission, which can be attributed to the extra current going through the tails of the transmission function, which makes it more efficient at the initial cooling stage. In addition, the results for the evolution of the particle number are represented in Fig. 9 for an ideal box-like transmission, showing that, in contrast to evaporative cooling, our cooling proposal is not accompanied by particle losses. The losses due to evaporation are overcompensated by particles from the reservoirs, in the sense that we propose to trade high energy particles for low energy ones : with this point of view, our cooling scheme can be understood as the simultaneous evaporation of particles and holes at fixed Fermi energy, thus performing a control on entropy transport, leading to a rectification of the distribution function in the reservoirs, as displayed in Fig. 6 . The inset of Fig. 9 confirms that the poor results obtained with the single resonant level come from the difficulties to compensate for the particle losses. The resonant levels in parallel and those in series perform similarly to the ideal box like transmission. 
Conclusion and perspectives
We have demonstrated in [26] that thermal and thermoelectric transport measurements can be performed in cold atomic gases, and that they are sensitive observables, complementary to a conductance measurement.
Elaborating on this theory-experiment confrontation, we have proposed [47] a fast and efficient cooling scheme for fermionic gases based on evaporation and energy-selective injection of particles. This proposal can be readily implemented with state of the art projection techniques [59] , and appears as a plausible answer to a long standing goal of low temperatures with cold fermionic gases.
Owing to the control on interactions via Feshbach resonances, the experimental technique developed in [26] can be generalized to strongly interacting systems where thermoelectric properties are of fundamental interest [60, 61, 62] .
Entering the correlated regime would make the setup an interesting controllable testbed for theories on the transport properties of strongly interacting systems [63] , and it would be of great interest to extend the existing results on particle transport [22, 25] to thermal and thermoelectric properties, which appear as efficient probes of the excitations of a system, as opposed to the particle current which contains contributions stemming also from the ground state. Thus, extending both the theoretical and experimental results presented in the first part to the strongly interacting limit of the Hubbard model would be a milestone to the quantum simulation of purely out-of-equilibrium properties of strongly correlated models. As an example, investigating the mechanisms responsible for energy exchanges in the strongly interacting, insulating phase of the Hubbard model allowing for the relaxation of a temperature imbalance would give an insight on genuine many-body effects out of the ground state.
Characterizing those mechanisms remains a challenging question, both theoretically and experimentally, and any opportunity to investigate them should be taken. Along the same lines, exploring attractive interactions would reveal the physics of excitations of strongly correlated superfluids, and draw a relation between second sound (and more generally thermomechanical effects) and thermoelectricity as entropy conveyors.
The recent emergence of periodic driving techniques in cold atomic systems [64] also offer interesting perspectives to simulate AC thermopower.
